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Fire and Ice:
Confronting the Twin
Perils of Inflation and
Deflation
Some say the world will end in fire,
Some say in ice.
From what I’ve tasted of desire
I hold with those who favor fire.
But if it had to perish twice,
I think I know enough of hate
To say that for destruction ice
Is also great
And would suffice.
— Robert Frost, Fire and Ice

Executive Summary
The COVID-19 pandemic and the responses to it by governments,
central banks and consumers have unleashed both (clearly)
disinflationary and (potentially) inflationary forces. We do not
know whether inflationary or disinflationary forces will win over the
longer term. But despite credible central banks and well-anchored
near-term expectations, many investors feel that medium-term
inflation uncertainty has risen. How should they respond?
In this article we explore the historical inflation sensitivities
PSG
Portfolio Solutions
Group

of a range of different investments, and present the benefits
of both risk-balanced asset allocations and dynamic
directional strategies to prepare for uncertain times.
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Inflation Environment and Outlook
During the 2010s, inflation remained

take several years to close. A related collapse

stubbornly low. The first half of the

in the oil price was exacerbated by a price

decade saw record low interest rates and

war between producers, and as of late 2020

quantitative easing, and the second half was

it remains near the previous decade’s lows.

characterized by sustained positive growth
and tightening labor markets. But inflation

Meanwhile, central banks and governments have

was nowhere to be seen in major economies.

enacted a raft of stimulative policies that may
be inflationary over the longer term. According

At least two secular disinflationary forces

to the quantity theory of money, an increase in

played a role. Firstly, increased globalization

the money supply can cause inflation unless it is

reduced both production costs and worker

matched by output growth or offset by a slowing

bargaining power. Secondly, technological

of the circulation of money. The year 2020 saw

advances drove cost savings that extended

an increase in money supply exceeding anything

far beyond the tech sector itself.1 More

seen during the Global Financial Crisis (Exhibit

specifically to the 2010s, most commodity

1b). However, this was tempered by a reduction

prices fell after a boom in the previous decade.

in the velocity (circulation) of money, and the
eventual net effect is unclear. Another source of

In early 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic and

uncertainty is the possibility that globalization,

associated lockdowns and consumer responses

which was already meeting resistance in the late

unleashed substantial disinflationary forces

2010s in the form of escalating trade wars, could

in the shorter term: plummeting demand and

face further barriers as a result of the pandemic

employment across many sectors. The large

even if vaccines are successfully deployed.

output gap shown in Exhibit 1a is projected to

Exhibit 1: The pandemic unleashed disinflationary forces and (potentially)
inflationary responses
a. U.S. Output Gap
January 1, 1980 – December 31, 2025
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b. Change in Money Supply, Velocity and GDP
November 1, 1981 – October 31, 2020
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1Y Change in Money Velocity (M2)
1Y Change in Nominal GDP

Source: Congressional Budget Office (CBO), Federal Reserve Economic Data. Dashed line is CBO projected data as of July 2020.

1

Shifting demographics are also sometimes cited, though their impact is more ambiguous.

2020
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Some investors believe the net result of

to extract the distribution of inflation

these events is heightened uncertainty for

expectations from CPI cap and floor option

inflation’s medium-term prospects. However,

pricing. Exhibit 2b shows that the implied

at the end of 2020, economists’ forecast data

probability of higher U.S. inflation has risen

shows little evidence of this —expectations

noticeably but remains low. It is substantially

for the next decade remain firmly anchored

lower than it was either in the years after

around 2% (Exhibit 2a). We can also attempt

the GFC, or more recently in 2017-2018.2

Exhibit 2: Little sign of upside inflation risks in economists’ forecasts or options pricing
5
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a. 10-Year U.S. Inflation Forecasts and Dispersion, Q4 1991 – Q4 2020
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b. Estimating U.S. Inflation Uncertainty from Options (5-Year Horizon), Jan 2010 – Dec 2020
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Source: Survey of Professional Forecasters, Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, AQR. Chart (a) shows cross-sectional dispersion in
quarterly forecasts for annual average CPI over the next 10 years. Chart (b) shows risk-neutral probabilities implied by CPI caps and floors,
from Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis website.

Finally, we can look at bond markets. The

bearing inflation risk. A crude estimate of

inflation risk premium is the premium

this premium is the amount by which TIPS

demanded by nominal bond investors for

breakeven inflation exceeds survey-based

2

Care should be taken when interpreting these risk-neutral probabilities, as discussed in Nagel (2016). They embed risk premia as well
as expected probability, and may reflect some combination of uncertainty and disagreement among market participants.
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expected inflation over the same horizon,

makes sense in that a deflationary recession

as plotted in Exhibit 3.3 At the end of 2020

(the Global Financial Crisis) was the most

these estimates were negative for both U.S.

damaging recent event for most portfolios. We

and eurozone bonds (though becoming less

believe investors who are deallocating from

negative in the U.S., see red oval), suggesting

bonds in the expectation of higher inflation

investors may be more averse to deflation

should keep such alternative outcomes in

risks than inflation risks, and are willing to

mind.

pay a premium to own nominal bonds. This

Exhibit 3: Estimating the Inflation Risk Premium
July 1992 – December 2020

Estimated Premium

1.5%

Investors demand premium
for holding nominal bonds

0.5%
-0.5%
-1.5%

Investors demand premium for
holding inflation-linked bonds

-2.5%
1992

1996

2000

2004
U.S.

2008

U.K.

2012

2016

2020

Germany

Source: Consensus Economics, Bloomberg, AQR. Estimated inflation risk premium calculated as 10-year breakeven inflation rate from
Bloomberg minus Consensus Economics average 1-10-year inflation forecast. U.K. inflation forecast is for RPI, in line with U.K. inflationlinked bonds, whereas U.S. and German forecasts use CPI.

With expectations well-anchored, central

In summary, as of late 2020 the likelihood of

banks have the tools to bring inflation down

an upside inflation surprise seems small in the

(pushing it up from low levels has proved

short term, but in the medium term there may

more challenging). Therefore, sustained

be larger uncertainties. The 2010s cast doubt

future inflation is likely to require their policy

on traditional models that wrongly predicted

sponsorship. This pro-inflation bias could

rising inflation. On the other hand, there are

come from explicit changes to monetary policy

plausible arguments that the present wave of

frameworks — the Federal Reserve already

stimulus may (eventually) be more inflationary

announced in August 2020 a policy change

than the responses to the Financial Crisis of

towards average inflation targeting — or from

2008. Are prudent investors obliged to choose

cyclical leniency in interpreting mandates to

a side in this battle of fire and ice, or is there

maintain low and stable inflation.

another way?

3

Breakeven inflation is nominal yield minus TIPS yield at a given maturity, and in theory equates to expected inflation plus required
premia. The simple difference in Exhibit 3 should be interpreted with caution, as it reflects not only the inflation risk premium but also
time-varying liquidity premia in TIPS and other supply/demand forces. For example, the chart shows that early investors in U.S. TIPS
in the late 1990s demanded a substantial liquidity premium. The difference may also reflect the fact that survey forecasts may be
baseline (median) estimates, while market-implied expectations may represent a probability-weighted mean.
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How Should Investors Respond to
Medium-Term Inflation Uncertainty?
Some investors and asset managers have

The implications of other outcomes must

suggested a decisive shift in asset allocation

also be considered — for example, such a

is justified in this environment. For them, the

tilt is likely to perform poorly in a prolonged

combination of unattractive bond yields, lower

disinflationary recession. In recent decades

bounds that may constrain nominal more

globally, secular stagnation — weak growth

than real bond yields, and perceived upside

accompanied by low inflation — has been

inflation risks over the medium term, implies

much more prevalent than stagflation.

a tilt away from nominal bonds and towards

Tactical tilts should be sized according to

inflation-linked bonds, precious metals and

conviction.

other real assets.
An alternative (or complementary) approach
For this strategy to be profitable, investors

is to adjust your portfolio to be more resilient

must believe the market has underestimated

to a range of outcomes. To be effective, this

inflation risks, and must act before higher

approach is likely to require financial tools

inflation expectations are reflected in asset

such as prudent leverage and the use of

prices. This is a defensible approach but we

derivatives (directly or delegated to managers).

advise investors to be wary of overconfidence.

Two examples are listed in Exhibit 4.

4

Exhibit 4: Candidate strategies for improving inflation resilience
• Uses leverage to improve macro diversification
Better risk balance across

• Nominal bonds are retained for disinflationary outcomes

asset classes, including

• Sizeable allocation to commodities and other inflationsensitive assets for inflationary scenarios

inflation-sensitive assets

• Equities for growth exposure
Dynamic strategies:

• Respond to changing macro environment by following trends
in prices and in macro fundamentals

• Trend following

• Can go long or short bonds and inflation sensitive assets

• Global macro

• Can perform well in both inflationary and deflationary
environments (especially if extreme or sustained)

Whether an investor wishes to position a portfolio

how different asset classes and sectors can be

in expectation of a particular inflation outcome,

expected to respond to inflation news. We turn

or increase resilience to a range of possible

to this subject now, before returning to the above

outcomes, he or she will need to understand

candidate strategies in the final section.

4

There may also be opportunities to profit from initial underreaction to inflationary news (trends and macro momentum effects) but this
is best achieved with a well-diversified dynamic strategy, as we discuss later.
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Measuring Historical Inflation
Sensitivities
Challenges, Caveats and Metrics

measures to produce more stable and robust
results. Specifically, we combine three different

The sensitivities of different investments to

approaches to measuring asset responses to

inflation can vary through time and can be

unexpected inflation, and related changes

hard to disentangle from sensitivities to other

in inflation expectations.5 Each is designed

variables such as economic growth. Some

to control for concurrent changes in the

assets that suffer when inflation rises may

growth environment, to better isolate inflation

offer more resilient real returns over the longer

sensitivity.

term. Others may fare best when inflation is
moderate and stable, and suffer at extremes.

Results

Different metrics and different periods can lead
to very different results.

Exhibit 5a shows our broad metric for major
asset classes since 1972 (with TIPS and

The choice of sample period is a difficult

breakevens extended back using synthetic

one. Long histories of inflation data exist, but

data). Stocks, bonds and real estate all exhibit

span different monetary systems and so may

negative sensitivity, which is a reminder that

give results that are not fully applicable to the

an unanchoring of inflation expectations could

current era. Any post-war analysis tends to

have grave consequences for many investors.

be dominated by outcomes during the Great

Credit and TIPS have sensitivities near zero,

Inflation of the mid-70s to early-80s, raising the

while breakevens, commodities and gold

risk of sample-specific results. And inflation-

exhibit strong positive sensitivity and therefore

linked bonds have only existed since 1981 (U.K.),

offer protection in inflationary scenarios. A

1997 (U.S.), and 2006 (Germany); none were

simple risk parity portfolio shows noticeably

available during major inflationary episodes.

more resilience than a traditional stock/bond

More recent periods have the advantages

portfolio.6

of broader data availability and consistent
monetary systems, but inflation expectations

Exhibit 5b shows the same analysis over the

have been extremely well-anchored since the

shorter period since TIPS were first introduced.

late 1990s. Shorter samples will contain no

It also includes a basket of emerging market

major inflationary episodes. Also, analysis of

currencies, which have offered inflation

longer-horizon sensitivities is limited by the

protection comparable with that of breakevens.

small number of independent observations. We

The sensitivity of equities is slightly positive

show our main results for two different periods.

over this more recent period, consistent
with demand-driven inflation shocks and

Because of the above challenges, we favor a

the complete absence of severe inflationary

broad metric that combines several different

episodes.

5
6

These are described in the Appendix and were developed from measures first outlined in Katz and Palazzolo (2010).
This metric measures the sensitivity of excess-of-cash performance, so cash itself has a sensitivity of zero by definition. But note that
cash currently delivers negative real returns in most markets.
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Exhibit 5: U.S. Inflation Sensitivity Metric for Major Asset Classes
a. January 1972 – June 2020
Likes falling
inflation

b. March 1997 – June 2020
Likes rising
inflation

U.S. 10Y Breakevens*

Likes falling
inflation

1.40

Gold

1.07

Commodities

1.01

U.S. IG Credit Excess

0.05

U.S. TIPS*

0.02

Risk Parity

-0.25

U.S. Equities

-0.30

1.03

Emerging Currencies

0.92

U.S. 10Y Breakevens

0.82

Gold

0.67

Risk Parity

0.64
0.30

U.S. 60/40

0.23

U.S. IG Credit Excess

0.21

U.S. TIPS

Real Estate -0.54

0.12

Real Estate

U.S. Treasuries -0.77
-1.2 -0.6

Commodities

U.S. Equities

U.S. 60/40 -0.45

Likes rising
inflation

0.07

U.S. Treasuries -0.57
0.0

0.6

1.2

1.8

Inflation Sensitivity Metric

-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
Inflation Sensitivity Metric

* Before March 1997, TIPS and Breakevens are synthetic series built using survey-based inflation expectations.
Source: AQR, Bloomberg, Survey of Professional Forecasters, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Inflation sensitivity metric controls for
growth exposure. See Appendix for details of metric and asset class proxies.

Non-Linearities
So far, we have reported a broad summary
measure of inflation sensitivity. But do
investments exhibit similar sensitivities to
upside and downside inflation shocks? In
Exhibit 6 we show risk-adjusted betas to
positive and negative 1-year inflation surprises,
controlling for growth surprises. The size of
each bubble is the beta, and the color indicates
the sign: green means the investment benefits
from surprises of that sign, while red means it
tends to underperform.

The relationships for the first three asset classes
are approximately linear after we control for
growth exposure. However, while equities and
bonds have tended to suffer fairly equally when
inflation surprises on the upside, bonds have
benefitted much more from downside surprises.
In other words, equity markets tend to favor
a stable inflation environment and are not
guaranteed to perform well in a disinflationary
scenario, especially if it is accompanied by slow
or negative growth. In an environment of twosided inflation risks, this result supports the
case for maintaining an allocation to nominal
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bonds. As expected, commodities have the

over our full sample, which is no surprise as they

opposite sensitivities to equities and bonds,

are designed to be uncorrelated to traditional

offering upside inflation protection.

markets over the long term. But in Exhibit 6 they

We also show results for a hypothetical trend
following strategy (harnessing price trends in
many instruments across several asset classes),
and a hypothetical macro momentum strategy
that seeks to exploit trends in fundamentals
such as inflation, international trade, monetary
policy and risk sentiment. Both strategies
exhibit modest average inflation sensitivities

are seen to benefit from inflation surprises in
either direction (i.e., they exhibit positive beta to
upside surprises and negative beta to downside
surprises). These dynamic strategies tend to
thrive in environments of large or persistent
upside or downside inflation surprises, which
may be a useful trait in the current environment
of two-sided risks.

Exhibit 6: Sensitivities to Upside and Downside 1-Year Inflation Surprises

Downside Surprises

Upside Surprises

January 1972 – June 2020

2.6

2.9

1.7

1.2

U.S.
Treasuries

4.3

2.1

Trend and macro momentum
benefit from upside and
downside surprises

Equities and bonds both
harmed by upside surprises
U.S.
Equities

0.9

Commodities

2.9

Trend

1.2

Macro
Momentum

2.3

Benefits from
surprises
Harmed by
surprises
Size of bubble
shows strength
of sensitivity (beta)

Bonds benefit more than
equities from downside surprises
Source: AQR, Bloomberg, Survey of Professional Forecasters, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Asset returns scaled to 10% volatility to aid
comparison. Sample divided into positive and negative inflation surprise samples, then quarterly overlapping 1-year asset returns regressed
on contemporaneous inflation and growth surprises. Inflation surprise betas reported in chart. See Appendix for proxies and construction of
hypothetical portfolios. Hypothetical performance results have certain inherent limitations, some of which are disclosed in the Appendix.

Inflation Sensitivity vs. Long-Term
Expected Return

on the x-axis and the inflation sensitivity
metric on the y-axis. Commodities have
offered inflation protection comparable with

For constrained investors, it is important to

breakevens, but with a positive expected

consider long term expected return trade-offs

return. And a risk parity portfolio not only

when adjusting the inflation sensitivity of

has less sensitivity to inflation than a stock/

a portfolio. Exhibit 7 shows plausible long-

bond portfolio, but also a higher expected

term expected Sharpe ratio assumptions

risk-adjusted return (black arrow).

10
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Exhibit 7: Fire and Ice — an Inflation Sensitivity Frontier
1.5
Breakevens

Gold

Commodities

Inflation Sensitivity Metric

1.0

0.5
U.S. IG

U.S.

Credit

TIPS
0.0

U.S.
Equities
Real

-0.5

Simple

Estate

Risk

U.S.

Parity

60/40

U.S.
Treasuries

-1.0
-0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Long-Term Expected Sharpe Ratio
Source: AQR, Bloomberg, Survey of Professional Forecasters, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. See Appendix for asset class proxies.
Long-term expected Sharpe ratios are based on the assumption of equal Sharpe ratios for major asset classes, adjusted for breadth.
Negative Sharpe ratio for Breakevens assumes positive inflation risk premium over the long term.

Putting It All Together
The 2010s was an exceptional decade for stock/

into two sub-samples by comparing the

bond portfolios: an unusually long bull market

size of inflation and growth surprises, as a

for stocks, falling yields for bonds and a strong

measure of relative uncertainty. The stock/

negative correlation between the two asset

bond correlation has tended to be higher

classes. Risk-balanced multi-asset portfolios

during periods when inflation uncertainty

struggled to keep up with traditional stock/bond

is heightened relative to growth uncertainty.

allocations in that environment, hampered by

Rising inflation would probably be bad for

sustained falls in commodity prices.

both asset classes. The chart also shows
that commodities have tended to be strong

If inflation were to move up the news agenda,

diversifiers in these environments, and this

it is likely that equities and bonds would

is why most risk parity portfolios include a

become more positively correlated, as they

substantial allocation to commodities and

were for much of the twentieth century. In

other assets that offer inflation protection.

Exhibit 8 we divide the last half-century
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Exhibit 8: Major Asset Class Correlations for Different Inflation vs. Growth
Surprise Periods
January 1972 – June 2020
0.5

Higher stock/bond
correlation when
inflation uncertainty
is elevated

Correlation

0.3
0.1
-0.1
-0.3
-0.5

Equity/Treasury Correlation
Full Sample

Equity/Commodity Correlation

Inflation Surprise > Growth Surprise

Treasury/Commodity Correlation

Growth Surprise > Inflation Surprise

Source: Bloomberg, Global Financial Data, Survey of Professional Forecasters, AQR. Correlations are for U.S. equities and Treasuries
and are based on contemporaneous 12-month returns and surprises, at overlapping quarterly frequency. Surprise is defined as realized
12-month CPI or real GDP growth minus SPF starting forecast. Sample is divided into periods when magnitude of inflation surprise was
bigger/smaller than growth surprise (ignoring sign of surprise), as a proxy for relative uncertainty. See Appendix for asset class proxies.

But risk parity also includes a substantial bond

momentum strategies. These dynamic absolute

allocation. If inflation is coming, would it not

return strategies follow trends in prices and/or

be better simply to shift capital from bonds to

macro fundamentals, and can adopt long or short

real assets? Well, yes, but that was a very big

exposures in inflation sensitive assets depending

‘if ’. The great benefit of a risk parity strategy

on the unfolding macro scenario. Importantly,

that includes both real assets and nominal

their dynamic exposures are expressed across a

bonds is that it has the potential to outperform

large number of globally diversified assets. An

a traditional portfolio in both inflationary

allocation to such strategies may be preferable

and deflationary scenarios. Both present

to the concentrated macro timing bet implied

formidable risks to investors.

by a tactical shift in asset allocation to express
a view on future inflation. The dynamic market

Our last analysis uses a different method to

exposure they deliver may help increase

assess macroeconomic resilience at the portfolio

resilience to a range of different macroeconomic

level. Exhibit 9 shows how four portfolios have

outcomes — particularly the extreme inflationary

performed in different growth and inflation

or deflationary outcomes that would be most

environments over the past 50 years, compared

challenging for equity-dominated portfolios.

7

to their full-sample average performance. As
we would expect, the traditional 60/40 portfolio

Finally, chart (d) shows the sensitivities of a

(chart a) performs strongly in benign ‘growth up’ /

sample portfolio that starts from global 60/40,

‘inflation down’ environments like the 2010s, but

then allocates 20% to risk parity and 10%

suffers in ‘growth down’ or ‘inflation up’ scenarios.

each to trend following and macro momentum

The risk parity portfolio has much milder

strategies. This gives a sense of how much

sensitivities (chart b), due to the better macro

the resilience of a traditional portfolio can be

diversification across its three asset classes.

increased by a moderate reallocation. Relative
performance during ‘inflation up’ environments

Chart (c) shows even milder sensitivities for

is noticeably improved (gray circles), from a

a combination of trend following and macro

lackluster 0.3x to a more creditable 0.6x.

7

Based on the framework set out in Ilmanen, Maloney and Ross (2014).
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Exhibit 9: Hypothetical Relative Performance across Growth and Inflation
Environments

2
2.4x
1.7x
1
0.4x

0.3x

Growth
Down

Inflation
Up

0
Growth
Up

Sharpe Ratio vs. Long Term

1.1x

0.9x

1.2x

0
Growth
Up

Growth
Down

Inflation
Up

Milder sensitivities than 60/40
2

1

1.6x
0.5x

0.7x

Growth
Down

Inflation
Up

1.3x

0
Growth
Up

Inflation
Down

d. 60/40 + 20% RP, 10% Trend, 10% M. Mom.

2

0.9x

3

Inflation
Down

c. 50/50 Trend and Macro Momentum

1

Sharpe Ratio vs. Long Term

b. Simple Risk Parity

3

Inflation
Down

Sharpe Ratio vs. Long Term

Sharpe Ratio vs. Long Term

January 1972 – December 2019
a. Global 60/40

3
Improved
resilience

2
2.0x
1

1.4x
0.5x

0.6x

Growth
Down

Inflation
Up

0
Growth
Up

Inflation
Down

Source: Bloomberg, AQR. Global 60/40 is 60% Global Equities and 40% Global Bonds. Simple Risk Parity is an equal risk-weighted
combination of Global Equities, Global Bonds and Commodities, discounted to match our expected long-term Sharpe ratio for the strategy.
Trend and Macro Momentum are hypothetical strategies described in the Appendix. Chart (d) shows a portfolio that starts from Global
60/40, then allocates 20% to Simple Risk Parity, 10% to Trend and 10% to Macro Momentum, funded pro rata from rest of the portfolio
and rebalanced monthly. Please see Appendix for details on the construction of the macroeconomic environmental indicators. Hypothetical
performance results have certain inherent limitations, some of which are disclosed in the Appendix.

Final Thoughts
At the beginning of this article we very briefly

of heightened (but we believe two-sided)

sketched out plausible arguments for both

inflation uncertainty. Even investors with a

long-term inflationary and disinflationary

strong view on the inflation outlook may wish

outcomes of the current environment, that

to consider the benefits of allocating to a truly

other commentators have covered in much

risk-balanced portfolio and/or to dynamic,

greater detail. We presented analysis to help

systematic directional strategies, to mitigate

investors prepare their portfolios for a future

the tail risks of an unexpected outcome.
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Appendix
Inflation Sensitivity of Equity Sectors and Commodity Sectors
The broad patterns outlined in Exhibit 5a highlight the inflation hedging credentials of
commodities, and the vulnerability of equities. But within each of these asset classes we find
considerable variation. Exhibit A1a shows our sensitivity metric for U.S. equity sectors since
1995. The stand-out sectors are energy, tech, energy-related utilities, industrials (especially
capital goods), communications and materials (especially metals and mining). Analysis of
European equity sectors’ sensitivities to eurozone inflation gives similar results.
Among commodity sectors (Exhibit A1b), energy and base metals have the highest scores, but
importantly a basket of commodities has stronger sensitivity than any of its components. This
may be because sector-specific exposures are reduced by diversification, allowing the common
inflation sensitivity clearer expression. Or the basket may protect against more different types of
inflation shocks, such as oil supply shocks (energies), demand-pull shocks (energies, base metals)
and monetary shocks (precious metals). A diversified basket has also delivered the highest longterm risk-adjusted return,8 though it is likely to suffer when inflation expectations fall.

Exhibit A1: U.S. Inflation Sensitivity Metric for Equity and Commodity Sectors
a. U.S. Equity Sectors 1995 – 2020

b. Commodity Sectors 1983 – 2020
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Source: AQR, Bloomberg, Survey of Professional Forecasters, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. GICS sector indices are designed to track
major sectors of the U.S. equity market. Sub-indices of the GSCI are designed to track individual commodities, components and sectors.
Sample periods are determined by data availability.

8

See Levine, Ooi, Richardson and Sasseville (2018).
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Methodology for Inflation Sensitivity Metric
The metric combines three measures of changing inflation expectations.
1.

Relative risk-adjusted performance in positive versus negative 12-month inflation surprise
periods. Surprises imply realizations that were not already reflected in prices, and coincide with
changes in expectations. To control for growth exposure, within each of the inflation surprise
categories we average results for positive and negative growth surprise sub-periods.

2.

Relative risk-adjusted performance in decreasing versus increasing inflation regimes. Inflation
trends tend to impact prices, as expectations are anchored to previous realizations. To control for
growth exposure, within each of the inflation regime categories we average results for positive,
flat and negative growth regime sub-periods.

3.

Realized correlation of monthly excess returns to subsequent 12-month inflation. Changes in
expectations tend to be reflected in subsequent realized inflation. To control for growth exposure
we use partial correlations, adjusting for the inflation/growth correlation over the period.

The measures are combined as follows, to give roughly equal volatility weights: Inflation Sensitivity
Metric = ((difference in Sharpe ratio in positive vs. negative inflation surprise periods) + (0.5 *
(difference in Sharpe ratio in increasing vs. decreasing inflation regime)) + (5 * (correlation with future
inflation))) / 2. A positive score indicates stronger performance when inflation expectations are rising.

Asset Class Proxies for Inflation Sensitivity Analysis
Investment

Proxy

Source

U.S. Equities

MSCI US Net TR Index

Bloomberg

U.S. Bonds

10-year U.S. Treasury

GFD

U.S. 60/40

60% US Equities, 40% US Treasuries as defined above

Bloomberg, GFD

US IG Credit
Excess

Barclays U.S. IG Credit Excess Return Index (Barclays U.S. IG Corporate Bond
Index minus duration-matched Treasuries)

Barclays

B/E Inflation

Long 10-year U.S. TIPS, short 10-year U.S. Treasury

Bloomberg, GFD

U.S. TIPS

From 1997, U.S 10-year TIPS. Before 1997, synthetic returns based on nominal
Treasury yields and survey-based expected inflation.

Bloomberg,
inflation as above

Real Estate

50% FTSE Nareit All REITs Index (listed), 50% NCREIF Property Index (unlisted)

Bloomberg

Commodities

S&P GSCI Total Return Index

Bloomberg

Gold

S&P GSCI Gold Total Return Index

Bloomberg

Simple Risk
Parity

Hypothetical strategy that allocates equal volatility to 3 asset classes: developed
equities (GDP-weighted), government bonds (GDP-weighted) and commodities
(equal-weighted). Allocations are based on rolling 12-month volatility.

AQR

Trend Following

Hypothetical Time Series Momentum strategy from Moskowitz, Ooi and Pedersen
(2012) (12-month trend-following strategies applied to futures for equity indices,
government bonds, currencies and commodities). Discounted by 50% until Aug
2012, then 25% thereafter and scaled to 8% volatility.

AQR Data
Library

Macro
Momentum

Hypothetical long/short and directional strategies in equity indices, fixed income
and currencies, with signals based on the following macro momentum themes as
described in Brooks (2017): Business Cycle, International Trade, Monetary Policy,
Risk Sentiment. Discounted by 50% until Dec 2011, then 25% thereafter.

AQR
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Methodology for Growth and Inflation ‘Up’ and ‘Down’ Analysis
Each of our macro indicators combines two series, which are first normalized to Z–scores: that
is, we subtract a historical mean from each observation and divide by a historical volatility.
When we classify our quarterly 12–month periods into, say, ‘growth up’ and ‘growth down’
periods, we compare actual observations to the median so as to have an equal number of up
and down observations. The underlying series for our growth indicator are the Chicago Fed
National Activity Index (CFNAI) and the “surprise” in industrial production (IP) growth over
the past year. CFNAI combines 85 monthly indicators of U.S. economic activity. The other series
– the difference between actual annual IP growth and the forecast a year earlier – is narrower
but more directly captures the surprise effect. We use median forecasts from the Survey of
Professional Forecasters data as published by the Philadelphia Fed. Our inflation indicator is
also an average of two normalized series. One series measures the level of inflation (CPIYOY
minus its mean, divided by volatility), while the other measures the surprise element in realized
inflation (CPIYOY minus consensus economist forecast a year earlier). For further detail and
discussion see Ilmanen, Maloney and Ross (2014).
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